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Clavius the teacher argued powerfully and successfully for the inclusion of mathematics in the Jesuit Ratio S tudiorum that set the educational goals of instruction in Jesuit schools. In mathematics, he prescribed "the study of Euclid . . . and ordered a monthly presentation by some student of 'some famous mathematical problem' and a defense of his solution" [2] . It appears as if Clavius may well have been ahead of his time. For more examples of Clavius's influence on mathematical teaching early in the scientific revolution, see [3] .
Clavius was not alone among members of the Society of Jesus who contributed to mathematics; others were Ceva (of cevians in geometry), Roger Boscovich (so admired in his native Croatia that his portrait appears on Croatian currency), Athanasius Kircher (who wrote 39 large volumes of scientific writings), Girolamo Saccheri (who probably came close to "discovering" noneuclidean geometry), and many more. Thirty-five Jesuit scientists have had craters of the moon named for them, based on their discoveries. This list includes Clavius and led to a surprising query a few years ago. An East Coast Jesuit university in 1987 honored Jesuit scientists by naming buildings for them in a housing complex on campus: Boscovich, Clavius, Kircher, Matteo Ricci, and Christopher Scheiner. This led to an inquiry from a governmental agency: "Why are you naming dormitories on your campus for craters of the moon?"
